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The essays included m this volume are the fruition of a conference on
Buddhist hermeneutics held at the Kuroda Institute for the Study of
Buddhism and Human Values in Los Angeles in the spring of 1984
M ajor funding for the conference was provided by the National Endow
ment for the Humanities, whose support is gratefully acknowledged
The meeting m 1984 was very much a working conference in which the
participants presented drafts of papers, the final versions of which
appear here The revision of the papers was guided by the stimulating
discussion that took place during the four days of the conference I
would like to take this opportunity to thank those participants whose
papers are not included here for their contributions to the success of the
conference They are Yuichi Kajiyama of Kyoto University, E) Seyfort
Ruegg of the University of Hamburg, Luis Gomez oi the Uni\ ei sity of
M ichigan，Robert Gimello of the University of Arizona, Jeffrey H op
kins of the University of Virginia, and John Maraldo of the University
of North Florida In addition, I wish to acknowledge the contributions
of the three discussants Alan Sponberg of Stanford University, Carl
Bielefeldt of Stanford University, and especially David Tracy of the U ni
versity of Chicago Professor Tracy made extensive and astute com
ments on each of the papers，and did much to ensure the success of the
conference
In addition to the participants of the conference, I would like to thank
the Zen Center of Los Angeles for graciously providing accommoda
tions and hospitality In the preparation of the volume， I have been
aided by Robin Miller, who entered the papers onto computer disks
This work was supported by a faculty research grant from Middlebury
College Thanks are also due to the Buddhist Studies Review for granting
permission to reprint Sara Bom -W ebb's translation of Etienne La-
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motte’s 1949 essay，“ La critique d 5interpretation dans le bouddhisme ’’
I would also like to thank Stuart Kiang and the staff of the Univeisity of
Hawaii Press for their expertise in the editing and production of this
volume A final expression o f gratitude to Peter Gregory， director of
the Kuroda Institute, for his unfailing support and encouragement
throughout this project
Standard abbreviations for collections of scripture cited throughout
this volume are as follows
P
T
ZZ

Peking edition of the Tibetan Tnpitaka Tokyo-Kyoto，1956
Taisho shmshu daizdkyo Tokyo, 1914-1922
Daimhon zokuzdkyd Revised edition Tok/o, 1950D
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Then the Bhagavan addressed the venerable Ananda “ It may b e ，
Ananda, that som e o f you will think, The word o f the Teacher is a thing o f
the past, we have now no Teacher’ But that, Ananda, is not tne correct
view T h e D octrine and the Discipline, Ananda, which I have taught and
enjoined upon you is to be your teacher when I am gone

These last instructions of the Buddha before his passage into nirvana
attempt to address the dilemma o f a religious community upon the
death of its founder Where, in his absence, shall authority reside^ The
Buddha instructs Ananda that it is his teaching that shall be the teacher
But what, exactly, was his teaching and what does it mean for the teach
ing to be the teacher? It was the contemplation of these questions that
led to what can be called Buddhist hermeneutics
The term ‘ ‘ hermeneutics’’ is heard frequently today m the fields of
Biblical studies, philosophy, and literary criticism It has been variously
defined, encompassing notions of translation, exegesis, interpretation,
and understanding 2 For the purposes o f this volume，hermeneutics will
be broadly conceived as concerned with establishing principles for the
retrieval of meaning, especially from a text Hermeneutics is by no
means a new science, sophisticated systems of interpretation were
devised by the Talmudic rabbis and by the early Church fathers H ow 
ever, current interest m hermeneutics is focused primarily on more
modern theories of interpretation, a tradition beginning with the work
of Friedrich Schleiermacher and continuing mto the twentieth century
with such figures as Martin Heidegger, Rudolf Bultmann, Hans-Georg
Gadamer, and Paul Ricoeur
The interpretation of sacred scripture is, of course, a concern which is
not confined to the Judeo-Chnstian tiadition It is also a major issue in
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Buddhism, where the problems faced by the interpreters of the Bud
dha^ word were somewhat different from those found in the West
First, Buddhism has a vast sacred canon, a fact due both to the length of
the Buddha’s teaching career and to the posthumous attribution of
man> discourses to him, especially by the Mahayana Sutras continued
to be composed for over a millennium after the Buddha’s death As
philosophical and soteriological problems arose m the unfolding of the
tradition, new texts, claiming the authority o f the word o f the Buddha,
were composed to address those problems and to validate certain doctri
nal positions Indeed, it may be that one reason for the relative dearth
of hermeneutical strategies m Buddhism when compared to the Jewish
and Christian traditions is the size and plastic natuie of the Mahayana
canon Whereas Origen， for example, had to develop his famous tri
chotomy o f the literal, moral, and spiritual levels of sci lpture in order to
find the tiuths of pagan philosophy m the Bible, the Buddhists seemed
to have simply written a new sutra or interpolated new material into an
existing text The authority of these texts was not, for the most part,
questioned by the Mahayana savants, who were continually faced with
the problem of interpreting these doctrines in light of myriad others, all
in an attempt to have cthe teaching be the teacher’ ’
Besides the sheer bulk of the canon (for example, were the Chinese
Buddhist canon translated mto English, it would require more than
500,000 pages to print), the Buddhist schools of India, Southeast Asia,
Tibet, China, Korea, and Japan were confronted with another problem
in their attempt to interpret the Buddha's teaching just as a physician
does not prescribe the same medicine to cure all maladies, the Buddha
did not teach the same thing to everyone Or, as Nagarjuna says in the
Ratnavalt (IV 9 4 -9 6 )
Just as grammarians
Begin with reading the alphabet,
The Buddha teaches doctrines
That students can bear
To some he teaches doctrines
For the reversal of sm,
To some, m order to win merit,
To some, doctrines based on duality
To some [he teaches doctrines] based on nonduality
To some, the profound, frightening to the fearful,
Having an essence of emptiness and compassion,
The means of achieving highest enlightenment 3
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The Buddha is said to have taught different things to different people
based on their interests, dispositions, capacities, and levels o f intelli
gence Furthermore, the tradition maintained that as a Buddha, an
enlightened being, his teachings must be free of error and contradic
tion But how is one to harmonize the statement “ the self is one’s pro
tector^ with the statement that “ there is no self ”？How can the advice
that suffering is to be identified, its origin abandoned, its cessation
actualized, and the path to that cessation cultivated be seen as compati
ble with the declaration that “ there is no suffering, no origin, no cessa
tion, no path ”？And given the enormity of the literature attributed to
the Buddha, how is one to interpret the statement “ From the night that
he attained enlightenment to the night that he passed into nirvana, the
Tathagata did not utter a single word ”？
The major schools of Buddhist philosophy in India each set forth its
own opinion as to the nature of the Buddha’s final view They were still
faced with the difficulty, however, of accounting for those statements
that seemed to contradict what they understood the Buddha’s final posi
tion to be on some point of doctrine This problem provided the impe
tus for the development of interpretative formulae in India, the formal
beginning of Buddhist hermeneutics The situation was further compli
cated by the existence of interpretative guidelines in discourses attrib
uted to the Buddha himself, the Buddha was seen in some instances to
provide autocommentaries m which he explained what he meant by
some previous teaching, while m other instances he provided rules for
the interpretation of his own statements One such guideline was that
found m the Catuhpratisaranasutra, in which the Buddha provided four
reliances
Rely on the teaching, not the teacher
Rely on the meaning, not the letter
Rely on the definitive meaning (mtartha), not the
mterpretable meaning (neyartha)
Rely on wisdom (jnana), not on [ordinary] consciousness
(vijnana)
Another schema is that provided in the seventh chapter of the Samdhimrmocanasutra, where the teaching of the Buddha isdivided into three
stages or wheels of doctrine, with the first two being declared provi
sional and the third and final stage definitive
The situation in China was complicated by several factors, beginning
with the fact that when the Buddhist teachings entered China during the
H an dynasty, they entered a culture quite alien to that of India Fur
thermore, the Buddhist sutras arrived m a haphazard fashion, and the
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Chinese were soon bewildered by the conflicting claims to authority
made by various texts and teachers They responded by devising a
number of classification systems (p'an-chiao) which attempted to order
the various sutras and sutra genres according to when they were taught
by the Buddha and to whom As was the case in India, a divergence of
opinion occurred as to which sutra constituted the Buddha’s highest and
final teaching, with the T ’ len-t’ ai school, for example, placing the Lotus
Sutra (Saddharmapundanka) atop its hierarchy and the Hu a-yen school
assigning the Avatamsakasutra to that position
The Japanese appropriated the Chinese rubrics at first but came to
take a more radical and exclusionary hermeneutical stance during the
Kamakura period when the Zen, Pure Land, and Nichiren schools each
claimed that their interpretation of the teachings of the Buddha consti
tuted the sole vehicle to enlightenment
The Tibetans，benefiting from the relatively late propagation of Bud
dhism m their snowy land, were able to systematize the various
interpretative strategies devised in India They also took over the task of
seeking to find meaning and consistency in the often cryptic tantric lit
erature, and developed hermeneutical principles to that end
The hermeneutical dilemma faced by Buddhism in its various forms
is summarized by Robert A F Thurman
Imagine for a moment that Jesus taught for about fifty years，to close disci
ples numbering m the thousands, that his pedagogical aim and skill were
such that he formulated doctrines to resonate precisely with the abilities
and inclinations of each disciple, that while recommending devotionalism
to many, he taught others to rely on the intellect, and still others to rely on
works motivated by love and compassion, that he constantly demanded
critical reflection on the deeper meaning of his teachings, that he some
times even provided conceptual schemes with which to interpret his own
doctrines, which schemes sometimes included dismissal of the ultimate
validity of a teaching he had previously set forth unequivocally, that it
sometimes happened that two such schemes referred to each other as
merely conditional, valid only in that other context, and that in spite of
these apparent contradictions he had to be accepted as a supreme author
ity, incapable of self-contradiction, and finally that different groups of his
disciples preserved traditional records of his promulgations m different
places, some not even knowing of the existence of the others during certain
periods during and after the Teacher’s lifetime It is easy to see that all this
would result m the situation for all later generations in which a bewilder
ing profusion of doctrines, all embedded in hallowed scriptural traditions,
is presented as uniformly authentic 4
The essays in this volume demonstrate the various ways in which
Buddhist exegetes dealt with this situation It is not the purpose of this
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volume to identify some specific and unique “ Buddhist” hermeneutic,
but rather to suggest some of the problems encountered by Buddhist
scholars m the interpretation of their scriptures, as well as the principles
of interpretation that they developed m response to those problems
It would be difficult to summarize here the salient points o f each of
the essays in the volume However, there are a number o f recurrent
issues that appear central to the hermeneutical enterprise m Buddhism
and that warrant brief consideration These include the use o f the doc
trine of upaya as a hermeneutical principle, the role o f spiritual devel
opment m understanding a text, the relationship between hermeneutics
and soteriology, and the question of the existence of historical conscious
ness in Buddhism
As we have seen, a belief common to the major schools of Buddhist
thought in Asia is that the Buddha did rot teach the same thing to all,
but rather expediently adapted his message to meet the specific needs of
his audience Based on his knowledge of the interests, needs, and capac
ities of his listeners, he is said to have taught what was most appropriate
for each Furthermore, his approach seems to have been facultative
rather than dogmatic with regard to the acceptance of his teachings He
adjured his followers to adopt only what they found to be apodictic
L ik e g o ld that is m elted , cu t, a n d p o lish e d ,
S o sh ou ld m o n k s a n d scholars
A n a ly z e m y w ord s [b e fo ie ] a ccep tin g t h e m ，
T h e y sh ou ld not d o so ou t of respect 5
But how sh ou ld these w o rd s be a n a ly zed ? It was the c o n \ ir n o n o f the
v a rio u s B u d d h ist sch ools that the B u d d h a w as n ot an a g n o stic, m o r e 
over, his teach in gs w e ie n ev er reg a rd ed as u ltim ately con ten tless form s
to be filled by in terp reta tion s p ro je cte d b> his foil ow e i s as m a R o r 
sch ach in k b lo t R a th e i, it \\as their b elief that the a n tin o m ic ch a ra cter
of his te a c h in g was only apparen t a n d that his final \ iew co u ld b e a scer
tain ed S e e k in g to d e te rm in e this final \ iew b e ca m e an o v e n id in g c o n 
cern m B u d dh ist h e rm e n e u tics, a n d it is pot su rp risin g that tht doc trine
of u p a y a , of the B u d d h a s skillful m eth od s n\ tea ch in g the d o ctrin e ,
w h ich ca u sed such p ro b le m s in the in terp ieta cion ot scupt\u< sh ou ld
itself b e c o m e a p rin cip le b y w h ich that in terp reta tion was unck rtak< n
P eter G r e g o iy points ou t that the \ anions C h m e s i p 'an-thmo t lassifica
tions w tr c b a sed on the n otion ot u p a y a , thjr the B u d d h a 's tea ch in g w as
b o u n d b> co n te x t U p a v a also seem s to loi m tht ba^is ot textual t a x o n o 
m ies that a ic as osten sib ly disparate as thost st t ioi th m tht Fht i avada
Netti Pakarana and K u k a i\ Jujushiruon A s G c or gc B o n d show s tht
"I hcia\ a d in
b a sed then h e rn icn tu tic al sti att
on rhc ide a ot a
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gradual path to enlightenment Hence, they delineated a typology of
persons, based on factors such as level of spiritual development and
temperament, to whom the Buddha addressed his teaching They then
classified the suttas and their appropriate audiences, foim m g a correla
tion between types of scriptures and types of personalities The exegetes
were thus able to construe a tchierarchy of means and ends necessary to
relate the dhamma to a vaiiety of people and yet to maintain the belief in
one ultimate goal and one ultimate meaning of the dhamma ”
KukaiJs ten stages, discussed by Thomas Kasuhs, were far more
comprehensive m scope, attempting to encompass all spiritual levels
from the ramlike state of ignorance to the enlightened Shmgon partici
pation in the dharmakaya, and all the philosophies current in Heian
Japan, including Confucianism and Taoism as well as the various Bud
dhist schools However, like the Theravada, Kukai envisioned a pro
gression from lowest to highest through appropriate spiritual develop
ment ending finally m the experience of enlightenment
As I note m my essay on the interpretation of the Mahayana sutras in
India, upa> a did not function simply as a hermeneutic of accommoda
tion, in which all the Buddha's teachings aie understood as appropriate,
it also served as a hermeneutic of control, whereby uval philosophies
are subsumed E\ tn the C h ’ an school, ienowned as “ a special trans
mission outside the scnptures,” selectively used scripture to uphold sec
tarian positions, as Robert Buswell demonstrates Thus, each school
placed a different text or teaching at the pinnacle of its hierarchy for
Kukai it was his own Shmgon school, for TT’ ien-t’ ai it was the Lotus
Siitra, and foi Hua-yen, the Avatamsakasutra Candraklrti looked to the
Aksayamatimrdesasutra for his understanding of what constitutes the
definitive (mtaitha) and the interpretable (neyartha) while the Samdhimrmocana provided those criteria for the Yogacara As Lamotte notes,
“ Each school tends to take literally the doctrinal texts which conform to
its theses and to consider those which cause dilemmas as being of provi
sional m eaning” This trend makes the C h ’ an and Hu a-yen patriarch
Tsung-m i’s recognition of the danger in the perfect teaching of the
interpenetration of phenomena and phenomena (shih shih wu ai), as dis
cussed bv Peter Gregory, particularly intriguing
It would be misleading, however, to see the hermeneutical concern
with upaya as moti\ ated purely by mtersectanan polemic It xs moti
vated by a more difficult pioblem what was the most exalted vision of
the Buddha^ To what final truth was he leading his disciples with his
skillful methods^ Robert Buswell correctly identifies the fundamental
question of Mahayana hermeneutics what was the content of the Bud
dha’s enlightenment-5 Korean G h ’ an addressed this question by at
tempting to make the step from the principles by which the tiuth is
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explained to the direct experience o f that truth, labeling theoretical
statements “ dead words” and statements that effect realization “ live
words ’ ’
This distinction leads immediately to the question of establishing the
Buddha’s intention m giving a specific teaching As I note m my essay，
this concern with intention may very well run counter to m odem trends
in hermeneutics, but its centrality to the Buddhist interpretation of
scripture is undeniable Indeed, Michael Broido remarks that “ it seems
wholly plausible that we shall be able to make sense of the Buddhist her
meneutical enterprise by seeing it as founded upon mtention-ascnption ” (Broido shows that this is equally true of the tantras as well as of
the sutras ) The various hermeneutical tools devised by the Buddhists,
including the categories o f the definitive (mtdrtha) and the interpretable
(neyartha), the four special intentions (abhtprdya) and the four hidden
intentions (abhtsamdhi) (all discussed by Lamotte), as well as the seven
ornaments (alamkara) and the six alternatives or parameters (koti)
employed m the interpretation o f the tantras (discussed by Robert
Thurm an), are all concerned in some way with determining the inten
tion o f a particular statement
If the goal o f Mahayana philosophy is to bnng oneself and others to
the experience o f enlightenment, which is nothing more or less than a
repetition o f the experience o f the Buddha, then the attempt to establish
the intention of the author, the goal o f what Gadamer terms the Rom an
tic endeavor, has strong soteriological overtones for the Buddhist In
this respect, the discussion of the intended audience of a given teaching
is not merely a device by which one can relegate one’s opponent to the
audience of a provisional teaching Rather, it is a means by which the
interpreter attempts to find his own place among the circle surrounding
the Buddha
If the Buddhist interpreters sought m their way to follow Schleier
macher5s dictum that to understand the text one must experience the
mental processes of the author, then the interpreters were compelled to
become enlightened, and that，indeed, would seem to be their ultimate
goal It would follow, then, that it is the experience of the Buddha’s
enlightenment that provides final validity in interpretation Etienne
Lamotte derives this position from the fact that the last of the four reli
ances is to rely on wisdom (jnana) and not on ordinary consciousness
(vijnana) For Lamotte, this wisdom “ constitutes the single and indis
pensable instrument of true exegesis ” His view is supported by the
Samdhimrmocanasutra (V III 24) which says
Through a wisdom ansen from [hearing] the doctrine, Bodhisattvas base
themselves upon the words [of the sutras], take the text literally, and do not
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yet understand the intention
Through a wisdom arisen from think
ing, Bodhisattvas do not base themselves solely upon the words or take the
meaning literally, and understand the intention
Through a wisdom
ansen from meditation, Bodhisattvas either base themselves on the words
or do not, either take the text literally or do not, but they understand the
intention, manifested through the images which are the object of the
samddhi that accords with the nature of things 6

Indeed, meditational and visionary experience have played an impor
tant role m the interpretation of religious texts In the case of Bud
dhism, there are many examples, such as Shmran’s revelation of the
implosion of all practice into the nembutsu and Tsong-kha-pa’ s vision m
which Buddhapalita placed his commentary on the Adadhyamakasdstra
upon Tsong-kha-pa’s head, thereby signifying that his was the Indian
commentary to follow Sadly, perhaps, the visions and experiences of
enlightenment of the exegetes are by no means uniform, raising the
question, which Roger Corless takes up, o f the line between valid inter
pretation and misreading— is the manipulation of texts to conform to
sectarian viewpoints justified by religious experience? Here, Gershom
Scholem’s observation that the mystical approach to sacred texts con
tains two complementary or contradictory elements, the conservative
and the revolutionary, seems especially germane He writes
Precisely because they preserve the foundations of the traditional authority
for all time，they are able to treat Scripture with the almost unlimited free
dom that never ceases to amaze us in the writings of the mystics, a freedom
even to despair, as in our metaphor of the wrong keys Recognition of the
unaltered validity of the traditional authority is the price which these mys
tics pay for transforming the meaning of the texts in their exegesis As long
as the framework is kept intact, the conservative and revolutionary ele
ments m this type of mystic preserve their balance, or perhaps it would be
better to say, their creative tension 7
Bracketing the question of whether Buddhism is “ mystical,” it would
seem that the tension between the revolutionary and the conservative
exists also m Buddhism, a tension that Matthew Kapstem discerns in
Buddhist technical terminology between scripture (dgama) and realiza
tion (adhtgama)
Thus, the dictum that enlightenment provides the final criterion for
interpretation raises as many questions as it settles, for Buddhism is a
tradition that has developed m history, with new interpretations formu
lated to resolve crises, scriptures used to legitimate these new interpre
tations, and those interpretations propagated to establish their superior
ity (This threefold process is illustrated by David Chappell m the cases
of the C h ’ an and Pure Land schools m China )
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The question remains, then, whether enlightenment obviates herme
neutics Nevertheless it seems certain that without enlightenment, there
must be hermeneutics— which, as Alan Sponberg noted at the confer
ence, provides the sotenc function of serving as a technique for divest
ing oneself of illusion, a radical hermeneutics of suspicion Those who
are not yet enlightened must interpret The Buddhist exegete suffers
from a displacement, an absence, he did not sit m the circle at the feet of
the Buddha and hear the doctrine that was intended especially for him
Now the Buddha is gone, the audience is gone, now the teaching must
be the teacher The exegete is constantly m search of his place in the
absent circle, and his hermeneutics provide the compass
Some have objected to the application of modern hermeneutical the
ory to Buddhism because Buddhism lacks the historical consciousness
that has， in large part, defined the hermeneutical enterprise since
Heidegger But there is historical consciousness in Buddhism, often
understood in terms o f one’s temporal distance from the Buddha, as m
the various theories of the degeneration of the doctrine, or in the
attempts to account for the late appearance o f the Mahayana sutras and
the tantras, or the emphasis on lineage in the C h ’ an and Tibetan tradi
tions In his remarks at the conference, Carl Bielefeldt observed that the
very fact that there is something called hermeneutics m Buddhism is a
sign of alienation, o f distance from a tradition that Buddhist thinkers
felt the need to somehow recover He also discussed the tension between
the historical and ahistoncal as manifested m Ctuh-i’s use o f the Lotus
Sutra Ghih-i encompassed the doctrine o f the Buddha in four teachings
the Hlnayana sutras teach being, the early Madhyamika teaches nonbemg, the tathagatagarbha teaches both, and the perfect teaching, that of
the Lotus Sutra, neither Chih-i saw these four teachings as unfolding
sequentially m the teachings of the Buddha historically and as unfolding
m the experience of the practitioner as well But such a historical system
raises an entirely new set of questions, for if we are living m an age in
which the perfect teaching has been fully revealed, what is left for us to
discover? Such questions suggest that the relationship between the his
torical and the ahistoncal, of the putatively timeless nature of the Bud
dha^ enlightenment and the manifestation of that enlightenment in
time, calls for our further reflection
Am ong the questions left unexplored in this volume is that o f the her
meneutical enterprise not of the ancient Buddhist exegete but of the
modern western Buddhologist Although it is impossible m light of the
work of Gadamer to separate the study of Buddhist hermeneutics from
the question of the hermeneutics一 the principles and presuppositions of
interpretation—-o f the modem scholars who today interpret Buddhist
texts, such a separation is attempted here (perhaps naively), with the

